Parole
Parole allows incarcerated people to be released, under
police supervision, after serving a minimum portion of their
sentences. The rationale is that the person has behaved well
in prison, indicating a
readiness to be released
early; the fear is that
someone who seems ready
in a parole board hearing
may once again be a danger
to society upon release.
The process is fraught in
a number of ways. First
of all, parole is at the
discretion of the state
parole board, who are not
necessarily experts nor
impartial. “States almost
always staff [parole]
boards with political
appointees, who are
extremely vulnerable to the
wrath of public opinion…
Two-thirds of the states
have no professional
qualifications for parole
board membership.”452
A person granted parole
still faces obstacles. Any
violation of the often
strict parole rules can
result in return to jail or
prison. For instance, in
New York State, people
under parole must report any contact with law enforcement
to their parole officers. In 2012, Brendan Cochrane, who
had successfully turned his life around after serving a prison
term for attempted murder, found himself back in prison for
six months when he failed to report three traffic tickets.453

Other rules commonly bar parolees from associating with
other people of known criminal histories. This can mean
that getting together with family might be reason for being
sent back to prison. Sex
offenders, who face strong
restrictions on where they
may reside, often end up
in the Catch-22 of having
no place to live other than
with other sex offenders,
with whom they are not
permitted to associate.454
Finally, a look at the
allocation of correctional
dollars raises questions
about how our system
supports returning citizens.
The majority of people
under correctional control
are on parole or probation,
and not in prison, yet the
majority of money goes to
prisons. In a study of eight
states, the Pew Center on
the States found that prisons
accounted for one-third
of growth in correctional
control from 1983 to 2008,
but absorbed 88% of new
spending on corrections.455
This means spending more
money on locking people
up while spending relatively
much less to support and
supervise people who could be rebuilding their lives on the
outside. Shrinking budgets for parole supervision have left
parole officers managing much larger caseloads than reasonable,
which means that each officer has less time and attention for
each person on his or her docket.456
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